INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
AbbVie Chest Pack

For use with CADD-Legacy® 1400 pump

This guide pertains only to the use of the AbbVie Chest Pack. For questions or problems, refer to these Instructions for Use or call support toll free at 1-844-386-4968.

A. Side Strap Clip
B. Neck Strap
C. Pump Pocket
D. Clear Plastic Window
E. Gray Zipper Opening
F. Plastic Sliders
G. Pull Tab
H. Right Tube Clip
   (Left Tube Clip not pictured)
About your Chest Pack:

The Chest Pack is designed to carry a CADD-Legacy® 1400 pump. This Chest Pack is intended for single-patient use only. The Chest Pack is intended to be put on over the head and fastened around the chest (see Figure i).

Caring for your Chest Pack:

Care: Do not machine wash.
Precautions:

⚠️ **CAUTION:** When putting on the Chest Pack, ensure the pump is resting on a flat surface, and will not fall (see Figure ii). **If the pump is not completely secure, it may fall and injure you or damage the pump.**

⚠️ **CAUTION:** In the event the pump is dropped and no noticeable injury is suffered, inspect the pump for damage. In the event of pump damage contact your healthcare provider.
To begin using your Chest Pack:

1) Put on the Chest Pack:

⚠️ **CAUTION:** Make sure that the pump is stable on a flat surface, and will not fall while you put on the Chest Pack.

   a. Place your head through the opening of the Neck Straps with the Pull Tab facing out and the zipper on top (see Figure A).

![Figure A](image)

   b. Fasten the Side Straps around the chest with the two Side Strap Clips in reverse-backpack style (see Figure B). Listen for a snap sound.

![Figure B](image)

   c. Check that the Side Strap Clips are securely fastened.
2) Adjust the Chest Pack:
   a. Move the Plastic Sliders along the Neck Straps and Side Straps until they are the desired length (see Figure C).
   
   b. Confirm that the chest pack is held securely against your body. The Chest Pack should fit comfortably but not move or shift.

3) Insert the pump into the Pump Pocket:
   a. Place the pump into the Pump Pocket horizontally on your chest with the screen on your left side and facing out (see Figure D).
   
   b. Using the Pull Tab, confirm that both the display and the keypad are visible through the Clear Plastic Window.

   c. Route the tubing to exit through the Gray Zipper Opening on the top of the Pump Pocket.

   d. Push the tube firmly into the right or left tube clip. Make sure the tubing is not kinked.
e. Zip the Pump Pocket shut.

4) Interact with the pump (when needed):
   a. You can access the pump’s keypad through the Clear Plastic Window.
   b. Use the Pull Tab to view or cover the Clear Plastic Window (see Figure E).

![Figure E]
To take off your Chest Pack:

1) Remove the pump from the Pump Pocket:

⚠️ **CAUTION:** Make sure that the pump is stable on a flat surface, and will not fall while you take off the Chest Pack.
   a. Pull the zippers to open the Pump Pocket.
   b. Remove the pump from the Pump Pocket.
   c. Place the pump on a flat surface.

2) Take off the Chest Pack:
   a. Undo the Side Strap Clips.
   b. Remove the Neck Straps over your head.
Explanation of Symbols:

- [REF] Catalog number
- [LOT] Batch code
- [.manufacturer] Manufacturer
- [consult instructions] Consult Instructions for Use
- [caution] Caution
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Manufactured for:
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